. Two locally compact groups G and H have isometric and isomorphic group algebras <=> G is topologically isomorphic to H.
However, examples of nonisomorphic finite groups with isomorphic group algebras are easy to construct (the algebras cannot be isometrically isomorphic); thus, any characterization of group algebras as Banach algebras must rest, in part, on properties which are preserved by isometric isomorphisms but not necessarily under topological isomorphisms. Notice that the translation operators may differ on Banach algebras which are only topologically isomorphic. It is interesting that Wendel makes no use of the natural involution on a group algebra in [17] , which suggests that it should be possible to solve the characterization problem without using the additional symmetry provided by an involution.
In order to analyze the characterization problem it has been necessary to introduce auxiliary conditions, such as axioms on the translations, which, while ultimately determined by the norm properties of the algebra, are not easily derived as consequences of a few relations on the algebra and its norm. This is an unfortunate concession to the difficulty of the characterization problem; however, the more direct program has never been carried to a successful conclusion, except in the case of finite or discrete groups. The solutions in these cases will be reviewed later; unfortunately, they cannot be generalized. Recently Rieffel [15] has succeeded in characterizing the group algebras of locally compact αbeliαn groups using auxiliary concepts quite unrelated to the translations studied here. 1*2* Special notation* If X, Y are Banach spaces we denote the strong operator topology on the bounded linear operators B(X, Y) by (so), and the weak * topology of X* by (σ) ~ σ (X*, X) . If H is a locally compact group we can define strong operator topologies (so)s and (so) r in M(H) by letting M(H) act on the two-sided ideal L ι (H) by left or right convolution. We will always set Σ x = {x e X; \\x|| ^ 1} and let g^ denote the extreme points in Σ x . If X is just a vector space and E a subset, its linear span is l.s.fjδ'] and its convex span is co [E] , If (X, τ) is a topological vector space, write <to [E; (τ) ] for the (τ) closed convex span of E c X. We indicate (τ) convergence of a net {XjijeJ} to xeX by writing Xj-^->x or x <--x 5 , interchangeably. If X, Y are isometric, isomorphic normed algebras, we will often write this asl-y. 1*3* Properties of group algebras and their translations* DEFINITION 1.3.1. If A is a normed algebra, any bounded linear operator T on A with the property T(xy) = (Tx)y (T(xy) = x(Ty)) for x, y e A is called a left (right) multiplier of A. The algebra of all left multipliers on A is denoted by Ay and obviously contains, as a left ideal, the algebra of inner left multipliers: A/ = {L a : ae A} which arise in the left regular representation of A. Similarly define A? and the left ideal A r of inner right multipliers on A. The left (right) translations of A are the groups of all isometric onto left (right) multipliers of A respectively. We denote these groups by G/ (G r ) and define G = G/ Π G r .
Since the commutation relation T(xy) -(Tx)y is preserved under uniform convergence in B(A, A), Ay is a Banach algebra under the operator norm if A itself is a Banach algebra. Similar comments hold for A?. 
elements in A by J^(A) (s*f r (A)). Then write J^(A) -S^f/(A) Π S*f r (A) for the algebra of two-sided almost invariant elements.
In any normed algebra A a left approximate identity is any net {e d ; j G J} such that || e ά a -a || -> 0 for any ae A; right approximate identities are defined similarly. An approximate identity is minimal if SU P{||^II :ie J}< oo and ||e, ||-*1; we always have liminf {||β y || :je J}1
for an approximate identity. If A has a two-sided minimal approximate identity then ||L α || = ||α|| = ||i? α || for aeA and the left regular representation is an isometric isomorphism so that A ~ A/; we will frequently identify A with its inner left multipliers. Notice that R: A -• A r c A? is an isometric anti-isomόrphism in this context. If A has a unit / of norm one, then we actually have A/ = Ay, and
If £f is a locally compact group the relation between A -L 1 (H) f its algebra of multipliers A^y and the associated group G/ of translations has been described in Wendel [18] . We define the homomorphism L: M(H) -> A"} by taking L(μ) = L μ where L μ (f) = μ*f; similarly define anti-homomorphism R: M(H) -> AΓ by taking JB(/^) = i2 μ where Rμ,(f) = /*/ί. These operators include the usual left and right translation operators L(aδ h ) and R(aδ h ), where |α| = 1 and δ h is the point mass of norm one at he H. Since there is a two-sided approximate identity of norm one {fjijeJ} in U(H) we conclude that ||Z/J| = Similar results hold for the right multipliers A?, which are realized as M(H) except for the anti-multiplicativity of R: μ-> R μ . These facts were either proved by Wendel or follow easily from his results. Notice that G/ coincides with the usual group of translation operators. In this example, as in any normed algebra, the existence of a minimal two-sided approximate identity implies that each F e A 7^ is a (so) limit of inner left multipliers, since \\F(e ό a) -
We will make use of the following properties of a group algebra A of a compact group. There is a two-sided minimal approximate identity in A; in fact, since the group is compact, we can find such approximate identities in the center of A (this is proved in the appendix A.I.3). A is a semi-simple algebra (see Rickart [14] , Section 2.3 and A.3); indeed, compactness of the group insures that A is a dual Banach algebra with finite dimensional minimal two-sided ideals. Finally, A has at least one nonzero multiplicative linear functional.
REMARK. Dual algebras are defined as in Kaplansky [10] . Later we will use the fact that in a dual algebra with a central minimal approximate identity all the minimal two-sided ideals are finite dimensional; this is proved in the appendix (A.2.1).
The following relations between the group algebra A of a compact group and its group G/ of left translations will be used as axioms in our program of characterizing group algebras. Each has a left and right handed version.
This property, first proved by Wiener for the group algebra Jj 1 (-oo f oo), on a normed algebra insures existence of enough translations to distinguish closed left ideals from other closed subspaces in A.
Axiom (AI/)
The left almost invariant elements s//(A) are norm dense in A.
The two-sided version of this axiom says that Jϊf(A) is norm dense in A. In a compact group algebra A the subalgebras of left, right, and two-sided almost invariant elements coincide and are isomorphic to a direct sum of (possibly infinitely many) full finite dimensional matrix algebras over the complex numbers (see Loomis [11] , 39D for a detailed study). This axiom limits the size of G/ (if G/ is large it is difficult for a e A to be left almost invariant); for example if J?
1 is the real line and A=C Q (R 1 ) , then G/ is identified with all continuous unimodular functions on R 1 and f(x) = 0 is the only almost invariant element in A.
These axioms will eventually be replaced in our discussion by requiring that the algebra A under consideration be a dual Banach algebra with central minimal approximate identity. The following convex approximation property; implicit in Wendel [18] , cannot be replaced by such conditions and is really the axiom on which our characterization rests. Clearly it is suggested by the Krein-Milman Theorem; these approximation properties in the (so) topology are also discussed in Section 1 of Greenleaf [8] ,
is the strong operator limit of convex sums of left translations.
Here is another formulation of this axiom. 
(zM(H).
If A is a QCG algebra, we will see that most properties of compact group algebras also hold for A. On the other hand we will exhibit QCG algebras which satisfy all properties set forth in Section 1.3 and still fail to be group algebras. The QCG algebras are plentiful and their many similarities with group algebras may account for some of the difficulty of the group algebra characterization problem.
1.5. The finite characterization problem. The characterization problem for finite groups is solved below. Here A = L\H) = M(H), there exists a unit of norm one, and there is no difficulty introducing the correct topology on GXA).
With a little effort the first characterization can be adapted to identify the group algebra of any discrete group; we leave this to the reader. (2) and Γ = {#G G/\ Ψ(g) = 1}, then f is a normal subgroup in G^, as is SI = {al: I a | = 1}, and we have an internal direct product factorization Gs = SI x Γ. Give Γ the discrete topology and define T: M(Γ) -> A such that T(Σ?=i α A 4 ) = Σ?=i α *^< (notice that the γeΓ are pairwise linearly independent, and (3) ==> the elements of Γ are linearly independent; hence Γ is finite). This is an isometric onto mapping; in fact, || Σ?=i α Ai II -Σ?=i I «* I = II ΣUiOWi || from (3), and clearly : fc G if} for all αei. We assert that #«,, fe^ are isometries in Ay, it suffices to prove this for g^. Linearity of g^ is easy to check; furthermore, g^ab) = lim{g j{k) {ab): ke K} = lim {# i(fc ){α) 6} = lim {flri(*,(α)} 6 -flr^α) δ, and || ^(α) || = lim {|| ^ (fc) (α) || : k e K) = || a \\. The maps g^, h^ are onto if g^^h^ = h^og^ = I (identity map on A) 1 and this follows since || g^h^a)) (2) => (1). LEMMA 
If A is a Banach algebra such that S$f/{A) is norm dense in A, then the norm closure (O a )~ of O a = {g(a): g e G/} is always norm compact in A. A similar right-handed result holds.
Proof. If ae Jzf/, clearly (O α )~ is norm compact. If ae A select {a n : n = l y 2--}(ZJ#s such that \\a -a n \\ < lβ n and give Q = Π~= 1 (O an )- the product topology (so Q is compact). Define τ: g-+{g(a n )}e Q; it is easy to see that Oa is norm compact <=> corresponding to any net {^.(α) = zj :jeJ} in O α , there exists a subnet {g jik) (a) ke K} which is norm convergent in A (its limit is in (O α )~). There is a subnet {g j{k) } such that τ(g j{k) ) -*xeQ in the product topology; this means that
} is Cauchy and converges in norm to some x* e A. This means that
.4. Let A be a Banach algebra with minimal twosided approximate identity, and assume that A satisfies axioms (AI/) and (CA/). Then there exists a compact topological group H and (σ) closed two-sided ideal NaM(H) such that A™ is isometric and isomorphic to M(H)/N and A is isometric and isomorphic to the algebra φ(U(H)) in M(H)/N, where φ: M(H) -> M(H)/N is the canonical homomorphism and M(H)/N is given the quotient norm.
Proof. From 2.1.1, (G/, (so)) is compact. Because the functions g ->g(a) are (so) continuous on G/ for αei, we can define the vector
for μ e M(G/), aeA,a*e A*. As indicated in Bourbaki [5] , p. 80-82, each functional on A* defined by this relation corresponds to an element of A. Thus we have defined an operator Tμ: A->A such that \\Tμ\\ S \\μ\\. To see that TμeA^, let R b be the right multiplication by be A; then
The map T: (M(G/), (σ))->(A™,(so)) is continuous on norm bounded sets; it suffices to verify this on Σ M{Q/
Indeed, if λ, e co [ WM^/A is a net such that \ 3 -^-> μ, then Tλ,-e ί?
and there is an (so) convergent subnet Tx j{k) -^-> Fe Ω. This subnet is such that
so that Tμ = JP. Hence Γμ is the only (so) limit point in Ω of since there exists at least one such limit point we conclude that
TXj-^-> Tμ (and in particular TμeΩ).
Once we know that Tμ d eΩ for all j G J the same limit point argument applies to show that 
/N is the canonical homomorphism, consider the mappings displayed in Figure 1 
Prom the definition of quotient norm we see that, if FeA^ and if μeM(G/j is chosen so that ||μ|| = ||i^|| and Tμ = F, then Tience, A is an isometric isomorphism. It is clear that A maps φ(U(G/)) isometrically and isomorphically onto A/, which in turn is isometric and isomorphic to A.
In the above proof we have derived a considerable amount of information not mentioned explicitly in 2.1.4. In particular we can take H -(G/, (so)) there. By applying the structure theory of semisimple dual algebras, we can obtain the following representation. Proof. The discussion of Kaplansky [10] applies, and the existence of a central minimal approximate identity insures that all minimal •closed two-sided ideals in A are finite dimensional (see A.2.1). The linear span of these ideals is norm dense in A (see [10] , Theorem 5) and any finite dimensional two-sided ideal lies in J^(A), so that Stf(A) is norm dense in A and in particular axiom (AI/) is satisfied.
In later discussions concerning algebras with a nonzero multiplicative linear functional it will be essential to know that, if there exists 254 F. P. GREENLEAF an internal direct product factorization G/ = SI x />, where /> is some (so) closed normal subgroup of G/, we can reproduce the above representation theorems using Γ/ instead of G/. for αG4,α*6i*, and μeM(Γ/), the details of the proof are practically the same as in 2.1.4.
REMARK. If a Banach algebra A has a nonzero multiplicative functional, we are guaranteed that the sort of internal direct product factorization discussed in 2.1.6 exists. Furthermore, all such factorizations of G/ are essentially the same (Γ/ is unique up to a topological isomorphism). These facts are discussed in A.3.3. The significance of such factorizations when A is a group algebra can be seen from 1.3.3.
2*2* Characterization of QCG algebras* We digress to study QCG algebras and prove the characterization stated in the summary. It will be convenient to call an algebra A an SMA algebra (sum of matrix algebras) if it is an internal algebraic direct sum of its nonzero finite dimensional minimal two-sided ideals. We will deal with algebras over the complex numbers, so each of these ideals is isomorphic to the full algebra M(m, C) of complex m x m matrices for some m -1,2 •; whenever we speak of a matrix algebra in the remaining discussion, we will mean an algebra of the form M(m, C) for some m ^ 1. An idempotent e Φ 0 in an algebra A is a minimal idempotent if eAe is a division ring, and is a minimal central idempotent if e is central in A and if ee f -e'e = e for any central idempotent e' e A such that ee f Φ 0. It is well known that, if A contains no proper ideal / with p -(0), then Ae (eA) are minimal left (right) ideals if e is a minimal idempotent, and the two-sided ideal eA -Ae is minimal if e is a minimal central idempotent in A (see Rickart [14] ( (4) is proved.
5) A is a two-sided ideal in M(H)/N and A™ is isometric and isomorphic with M(H)/N under the map L\x-^L X for x e M(H)/N. Similarly A™ is isometric and linearly anti-isomorphic with M(H)/N under the right multiplication map R: x~+ R x for x e M(H)/N. (6) In this realization of A^ we have G/(A) -φ(^M [H) ) & M{H)IN-Similarly G r (A) ~ φ(^M {H
To prove the left-handed form of (9) we consider the {so)/ topology gotten by letting M(H) act on Lϊ(H) by left convolution. In the appendix we show that (so)/ coincides with the (σ) topology on norm bounded sets in M(H) (see A.I.I for a self contained exposition); thus if μ 3 > μ is a norm bounded net, it follows that 
continuous on H. But this means that | μ \ (A ά ) -> 0 since JM is a regular Borel measure. Now form the net {λ, = (μ \ A s )/\ μ \ (A d ): jeJ} in ( S M (E)Πφ~~ί(x). The latter set is (σ) compact since φ~\x) is (a) closed in M(H) and & M iH)Πφ" 1 (x) = Σ M{H) Πφ~Ί(x); indeed, ||a?|| = 1=* ||μ|| ^ 1 for any μeφ~\x).
Thus there is a (σ) convergent subnet with limit X Q e& M{H)^φ~1 (x) 1 and from the nature of supp(λj ) it is clear that we must have supp (λ 0 ) = {h 0 }, a contradiction. In discussing the translations of general Banach algebras in the appendix (see A.3.1) we show that translations are always extreme points in Σ A *\ thus G/(A)a &M{H)IN here and the proof of (6) We are ready to deal with (2) and (3), which prove axioms (AI/) and (AI r ) for A. Let ^ -{f β : β e J} be the minimal central idempotents in L\H) and set s^ = ^f{L\H)).
Then the minimal two-sided of L ι {H) are finite dimensional, are precisely {F β -L 1 *f β :/ β e J?}, and we have S^f -Yi® {E β : f β e <J^} (internal direct sum of ideals). Let and form the internal direct sums these are two-sided ideals and S^f-E r 0 E". Notice that minimality of F β as a two-sided ideal implies that either F β f}N= (0) or F β dN. The homomorphism φ is faithful in E r and annihilates E", so φ(E r ) -is norm dense on A. We assert that J^ = φ(E') is precisely The density of φ{U(H)) in A insures that e β -φ(f β ) is a nonzero central idempotent in A for each / β e/'; furthermore, if where F β = U*f β for some f β e^' y then £; β = φ(F β ) = = Aβ β = e β A (the last steps, because E β is finite dimensional) and E β is a nonzero two-sided ideal. It is actually minimal because E β is isomorphic to the (simple) complex matrix algebra FβdL'iH).
It follows that the idempotents J" = {e β = φ(/ β ): / β e ^'} are minimal central idempotents in A and it is easy to see that there are no other such idempotents in A because J^J = X, 0 {2£β : / β e ^^'} is norm dense in A.
It is obvious from finite dimensionality of each two-sided ideal E β (and existence of an approximate identity in A) that S^aStfiA), since closed two-sided ideals of A are G/{A) and G r (A) invariant. On the other hand, if a e J^(A) then E a = l.s. [G/{G r (a))\ = l.s. [G r {G/{a))\ is a left and right translation invariant finite dimensional subspace, which means E a is a two-sided ideal (see (8) ). However, if M is any finite dimensional two-sided ideal, then M ΠE β = Me β = e β M and this can be nonzero for only finitely many of the E β (recall E a E β = E β E a -(0) unless a = β). Let E x = Σ θ {E β Π E a : e β e ^}.
Then this sum is finite and E x is a two-sided ideal of A lying within E a ; if £Ί = 25t hen clearly E a aj^0
and we conclude E a aszf o for each α6j/(i), which means that Stf(A) c ja*ζ. But if JEΊ ^ E a there exists some nonzero xe E a such that α?β β = 0 for all e β e ^f, so that x J^o -(0); however, norm density of J^ζ in A gives us x A -(0) which contradicts the existence of an approximate identity in A. Notice that, in proving (2) and (3), we have also demonstrated that s^(A) is an SMA algebra norm dense in A.
Only (1) is left to prove. If x e A then the norm closures of xA and Ax both contain x since there is a two-sided approximate identity, and A contains a norm dense subalgebra which is a dual algebra (all SMA algebras, such as J^(A), are dual; see [10] , Theorem 6, p. 693) . But these conditions insure that A is a dual algebra (see [10] , Theorem 7, p. 694 for this). Since A is a Banach algebra its radical is a closed two-sided ideal, so its radical is either zero or contains one of the minimal two-sided ideals in E β (due to density of J^o in A); the latter situation is impossible, since it would imply that there is a nonzero idempotent in the radical (see Rickart [14] , p. 56).
Parts (2), (3), (4), and (7) 
.4. If A is a QCG algebra then A can be represented as A -φ(L\G/)) in M(G/)/N, where G/{A) is taken with the (so) topology, N is some (σ) closed two-sided ideal in M{G/), and φ: M(G/) -> M(G/)jN is the canonical homomorphism.
REMARK. If H is a compact group and N is a (σ) 
Proof. We have remarked in proving part (4) and || 9,/ Λ -(α -Σ& 1 φfi) II < e/2*. Hence /= ΣΓ-iΛe L X (H), ||/||< 1 + ε, and ^/= Σ -i9>Λ = α is uniformly convergent in A.
2*3* QCG algebras which are not group algebras* As an example we construct a class of commutative, semi-simple QCG algebras which have all properties of a group algebra listed in Section 1 and nevertheless fail to be group algebras. EXAMPLE 1. Noncommutative QCG algebras which are not group algebras. If H is a finite, noncommutative group and NaM(H) is any proper two-sided ideal which includes all one dimensional two-sided ideals, then A = M(H)/N is a QCG algebra without multiplicative linear functionals and cannot be a group algebra. EXAMPLE 2. Let S be the circle group and Z the additive integers (the character group of S if we take (n, s> = s % ), and define £P(S) = iμ e M(S): μ A (n) = \e~ί nθ dμ(θ) = 0 for all n > θ}. Then ίΓ = ίP(S) is clearly a (^)-closed two-sided ideal in Λf(S) which actually lies within L\S) (see Hoffman [9] , p. 47).
If K is any (#) closed two-sided ideal in M(S) such that KaL\S), then A = L\S)/K is a commutative QCG algebra. But A is a group algebra only if K has the following very special properties, and is certainly not a group algebra when K is finite dimensional or K = H\S). 
One can easily verify that we have:
The characters a M eR induced on G by the Me ^/ί A are thus computed via the formula <L<sφ(aδ z ), M{n)y = aδ£(n) = α<^, 2> = α^-% , for a, z G S. If MQ = il%>) e ^Ci is fixed (p 6 cosp (K)), it is clear from these computations that Γ Q = {ge G : <#, ikί o > = 1} = Loφ{z p δ t : ze S} and the characters j3 M eR 0 (z Γ£ are given by for ne cosp(iΓ), ze S. We have seen A is a group algebra *=> there exists an M o e ^/£ A for which the set of characters R o c:Γ£ is a subgroup. It is easy to verify using the preceding computations, that R o is a subgroup for M Q = M(p) f pe cosp (K) <=>{n -p:ne cosp (K)} is a subgroup in Z. Obviously there exists p e cosp (K) for which this happens <=> cosp (K) is a coset of a subgroup in Z.
3* Characterization of QCG algebras which are group algebras* 3*1* The regular representations of G/(A). The representation theory of a compact group H is assumed. Our notation conforms to Chevalley [6] , We consider the class R(H) of continuous representations (V, E) on finite dimensional complex vector spaces E (continuous means h -><(V h (x), x*y is continuous for x e E, x* e E*). Given (V,E),(W 9 F)eR (H) we are interested in the related representations
where L(E,F) is the space of linear mappings, and (F*,i?*). If representations (V, E) and (W, F) in R(H) are equivalent we write (V, E) ~ (W, F). (2) If A is a normed algebra we consider the class R(A) of finite dimensional representations (V, E) which are bounded (sup{|<F α (x),α;*>|: II a || ^ 1} < °° for any x e E, x* e E*) and have dense range, so that Let A be a QCG algebra. Consider the representation (V,E) of G/(A) obtained by letting G/ act on a finite dimensional left ideal E in A (explicitly, V g : x->g(x) for xeE); we denote such representations as (V,E) = {G/\E). Clearly (G/\E) is (so) continuous on G/. Define RQ{G/) to be the smallest set in R(G/) which is closed under direct sums and equivalences and contains all representations (G/ \ E) for finite dimensional left ideals E in A. Our characterization of group algebras among QCG algebras is based on the algebraic structure of R 0 (Gs). We can now state the characterization theorem; the rest of Section 3 is devoted to the proof of this result. (G/1 N o ) is irreducible. Now λ has a unique extension to a multiplicative functional λ on A™, in the sense that <α, λ> = <L α , λ)> for αeA (see A.3.2) , and this functional completely describes the action of the representation (F°, E o ) on G/ since we can easily verify that V°9(x) = ζg, λ> a? for xeE 0 = N o . If (V, #) e R(G/) is equivalent to (F°, E°) under an isomorphism S:E 0 -+E, then V°g = S-'oVgoS, which means F°(a;) = O, λ> α? = S-^F^Sα?)), so that F°(?/) = <#, λ> y for all 2/ 6 E. Notice in particular that any representation (F, E) ( F°, E o ) acts on the subgroup Γ/ -{ge G/: <#, λ> = 1} in G/ as the one dimensional identity representation; this will be important later on.
REMARK. Recall that (V, E), {W,F)e R(H) are equivalent <=> the trace functions tτ {Vtm (h) = tr {w>F) (h) on JBΓ; we also have (1) tr VΘW (h)
If ί 1 /= {βf 6 G/: <βf, λ) = 1} then Γ/ is a (so) closed normal subgroup in G/ and we have an internal direct product factorization G/ -SI x />, where SJ = {al: | α | = 1} and I is the identity map on A (see A.3.3 for detail). The behavior of (V,E)eR 0 (G^) when restricted to Γ/ is of particular interest in proving 3.1.3. Denote the restriction of (V, E) to /> as p (V, E) = (pV, E) . It is easy to see that the restriction map p carries R{G/) into R(Γ/), preserving equivalences and the operations 0, ®, and *. Define R 0 {Γ/) to be all representations in R{Γ/) equivalent to direct sums of representations (Γs\E), where E is a finite dimensional left ideal in A. Since a subspace of A is G/ invariant <=> it is Γ/ invariant, the proofs of 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 apply verbatim if we substitute Γ/ for G/ there. then if g -ayeG/ and |β| = l we have F ( ' β ,) = F ( ' αβγ) = α/9F y = βV' g , so (F', JS) e ^(G^), and clearly /o(F', #) = (F, £;). The map p is 1:1 because if doF) Y = (ρW) y for 7€ Γ^ and F, We RJίβs), then F (αy) = a(pV) y = α(/θFΓ) y = TΓ (α7) so that F=TF. If (7, JS) and (W, F) are equivalent in R{Γ,) under an isomorphism S: E-+ F, their inverse images in R^G/) under ^ are just (V',E) and (W, ί 7 ) as above. Then we have
Consider (F, E) = (G^|^)e JB 0 (G^) for some left ideal £7 in A;
for gzG/ and \a\ -l, so that
(V,E)eR ί (G/).
It is easy to see that the same is true for all representations equivalent to direct sums of these, so R^G/jdR^G/). If A is a commutative QCG algebra it has many nonzero multiplicative f unctionals (A is semi-simple) and all irreducible representations of G(A) are one dimensional. It is easy to identify the traces of these representations in R 0 (G) 3*2* Involutions in QCG algebras* Since group algebras are endowed with natural involutions, one might hope to reduce the complexity of the preceding identification by trying instead to identify group algebras as QCG algebras which have a "nice" involution. This hope is unfounded: although the notion of involution never appears in the definition and characterization of QCG algebras, every QCG algebra A has a natural symmetric involution ( -α*α quasi-regular in A for every aeA; see [14], 4.1 and 4.7) . This involution has an abstract characterization. We will only state these results and indicate the general line of reasoning, since they are of secondary interest.
If If A is commutative we get at least one extension by taking F\a) = (F(a* 
